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Cover photo curtesy of Tom Everts. Now that is truly TLC. Wouldn’t you just love to be that car? Tom clearly cares for his
car in every sense of the word, but one can attain yet a higher standard of Morgan care. On page 23, you can read an example
of how Dave Wellings of the UK’s Miscellany magazine carries Morgan maintenance to a level well beyond Tom’s passion.
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THE
PREZ
SEZ
FRED NUTTALL
MOGNW PRESIDENT 2021-2022
26 April 2021
What a feeling. We have sort of
made it. The masks and social
distancing are receding in memory for
most of us. Significantly, we have a
Punchbowl run coming up to celebrate
our freedom. Imagine the sound of
those Morgans pulling into Moolack
Shores’ secure parking lot, pure
music!
I hope that members and friends
will have Morgan adventures coming
this year to round out our return to
freedom. I urge you to share your
stories. They perhaps can be included
in an issue of the Mogazine. Let’s call
them Covid-19 Morgan breakouts.
Where did you go? What did you do?
I’m sure the upcoming ABFM will factor

FROM THE EDITOR’S
DESK

It is always nice to welcome a new
member into the club. Meet Tom Styczynski
right up front in this issue.
The Southern Pod was able to usher in
Spring with a splendid, maskless party at
Maureen and Richard Routt’s this May.
Carla Dietz wrote a nice piece on the event.
Ever wonder who in the public world has
owned or driven Morgans. In case you
have, I’ve put together a collage of photos of

…
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in significantly as a breakout. What
else?
I know what I will report about in an
upcoming Prez Sez column. It will be
my observations from a visit to Malvern
and the Morgan factory in September.
It is incredible to think it, but come
September I will experience a third visit
to Pickersleigh Rd. Please forgive me
if this seems like bragging. I recognize
the lucky privilege of my experience.
The September stop at the Morgan
assembly plant is one of the
components of a Goodwood Revival
tour package. Likely the Morgan
factory, now under new ownership, will
be quite different from my first two
experiences. Certainly, this next visit
will not surpass the awe and adventure
of the first two. In the first visit, I was
already a M3W owner, and following
the factory group tour, I stayed behind
to inquire about performance parts for
the engine. An employee simply
directed me to head out the back door
and go across the lot to the
performance shop. Thus it was that I

was able to wander alone back across
the lots, looking into the same
buildings that the tour had visited. How
marvelous, how quaint, how inspired it
all felt. I had entered a true time warp
where security and security guards
were not needed. I walked slowly. I
walked respectfully. Eventually, I did
make it to the performance shop.
There I did not buy the free flow
muffler kit that I inquired about. I did
not need to buy a single thing. The
experience was complete. I got, for
free, a memory that gives me great
pleasure.
The second visit followed the
Morgan Run for the Hills adventure
organized by David Crandall. After that
Morgan factory tour, I had a marvelous
one-on-one conversation and tea with
a tour leader. He regaled me with his
tale of a grand tour of the US on an
Indian Motorcycle.
Morgan memories! Don’t they just
make you happy.

some past and present notables and their
Morgans.
You’ll find two technical articles in this
issue. The first is a review by Carl
Headmen, Classic Motorsports, of what to
do when your car stops running. The
second is an amazing piece on Morgan
maintenance by Dave Wellings of the UK’s
Miscellany magazine. If you think Tom
Everts coddles his Morgan (see cover), wait
until you read this example of what Dave
goes through to keep his Morgan babies
happy.
If you think you’re familiar with Lucas
Automotive, perhaps you should read the
British Car Council’s account of how gigantic
and pervasive this company was in the
automotive world. When many if not most
of us think of Lucas, we conjure up thoughts
of unreliable electric components and the
numerous jokes that go along with those

images (you can read a sampling of them at
the end of the article). You might however
be surprised as I was to learn of the many
innovations Lucas Automotive contributed
through its numerable subsidiaries over the
years.
Morgan has made some minor
modifications for its 2022 Model Year.
Mark Vaughn of Autoweek reviews
these changes in an article I’ve
reprinted at the end of this issue.
Once again, I urge those of you who
haven’t paid your dues, to take note of the
reminder at the end of this issue and use the
membership form on the last page to keep
your membership in MOGNW active.
Membership is fun and a bargain to boot!
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Cheers,

Fred

As always,

drive with the greasy side down!

DOUG BAROFSKY, EDITOR
May – June 2021

UPCOMING MOGNW EVENTS – DETAILS ALSO AT MOGNW.ORG
Date

Event

Time & Location

Contact

6-8 Aug

Devil's Punchbowl

times and other details TBA, Moolack Shores Inn
9514, 8835 North Coast Highway, Newport, OR

Heinz Stromquist: southernpod@mognw.org

7 Aug

2021 Q3 Board Meeting

10:00 AM
Moolack Shores Inn

Caiti Waterman: secretary@mognw.org

21 Aug

Western Washington ABFM

details upcoming
Saint Edward State Park, Kenmore, WA

http://wwabfm.com/

3-5 Sep

Portland ABFM

Portland International Raceway, Portland, OR

https://www.abfm-pdx.com/2021

16-18 Sep

SW Idaho ABFM

Sunridge Inn (541 523-6444) - Baker City, OR
(ask for Idaho British Car Club room block)
Car Show (ABFM) at Geiser-Pollman Park

Rod Nichols (208 870-6147)
https://summertour.idahobritishcars.org/

12 Dec

2021 Q4 Board Meeting

details TBA

Caiti Waterman: secretary@mognw.org

12 Dec

Southern Pod Holiday Party

details TBA, Colewood Golf Club
7313 NE Columbia Blvd, Portland, OR

Heinz Stromquist: southernpod@mognw.org

RECURRING EVENTS
2nd Tuesday

Southern Social Meeting

detailsTBA

Heinz Stromquist: southernpod@mognw.org

2nd Saturday

Classics & Coffee

9:00 AM at Commonwealth Classics Ltd.
1613 East 4th Street, Vancouver, WA

Donna McNabb: 360 694-7464

3rd Saturday

Midlands Social Meeting

detailsTBA

Sean Amos: midlandspod@mognw.org

OTHER UPCOMING NORTHWEST VINTAGE-CAR EVENTS
Date

Event

Time & Location

Contact

11 Sep
(tentative)

Vancouver ABFM

VanDusen Botanical Garden
Vancouver, BC

stay tuned
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The
Welcome
Mat

N e w M e m b e r To m S t y c z y n s k i
My years of British car ownership included an Austin Marina; two MG TDs; two MGBs; 3 Minis; an early
Westfield 7 (I built the kit); a Bugeye Sprite vintage racer (a resurrected long-retired racer) and a Lotus
7A vintage racer. In 2020 I decided to hang up my helmet so the Lotus 7A was sold and the search was
on for another British machine. At the top of the list was an early Morgan +8 with a Morgan 4/4 (1600cc),
Westfield Eleven and a Sebring Sprite replica all close seconds. I found my first choice at the Beverly
Hills Car Club. The price was right so in October of 2020 I took delivery of a 1969 Morgan +8 chassis
number R7134.
I found 26981.0 miles on the odometer and a story. The previous owner had passed away so the
Beverly Hills Car Club brokered the sale for the estate. There were no records, no top, no tonneau
cover, battered carpets and it had been in storage for five years. However, the numbers matched, and
the low mileage was verified by the condition of the paint and coachwork. I guess the southern California
environment was gentle for the years with the first owner. I have been chasing some electrical gremlins
and creating a maintenance base line. The Automatic Enrichment Device (AED) was not working. I
solved this with a manual choke on one carb as a holdover while I am gathering the remainder of the
carburetor parts. A test drive uncovered the typical damper shimmy, which was eliminated using a
recommendation found in the MOGNW
archive. The ToDo list shrinks and grows
as I get deeper into the car.
I am looking forward to building in some
reliability into the car and getting active
in the club.
I was a docent at the World of Speed
until it was closed by the COVID last
year. The TURBOENCABULATOR was
often a Tuesday afternoon topic among
the crew. They liked the technical
update. When the area restaurants were
allowed to relax some restrictions, we
met at the RAM in Wilsonville for Cars &
Adult Beverages.

NW-Mogazine Volume 41, Number 2
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The Southern Pod Gathers for
a Maskless Spring Social!
Story & Photos by Carla Dietz

M

ay 15, with the blessing of the
CDC, the Southern Pod held
its first in-person social after
almost a year of zoom gatherings.
While virtual meetings allowed us
to keep in touch during those dark
days of lockdowns and precautions
against the virus, they ranked a
poor second to the joy of real hugs
and handshakes all around. As an
indication of how eager everyone
was to get out and exercise their
Morgans (and other British cars),

26 members attended.

M

aureen and Richard Routt
graciously offered their
spacious lawn for the event. Count
on Maureen to outdo herself with
the preparations. Lawn chairs were
arranged in small-group settings.
The patio was open for finger food,
beer and soft drinks. Pizza was
ordered and delivered. The weather
cooperated.

T

here were several new faces
(Lavonne and Alan Resnick).
David Crandall introduced Bandit.
Plans were announced for the 25th
running of the Punchbowl event
(this year in August). A lot of
catching up took place.

A

ll in all, a fine day — the first of
what’s to come as we put the
pandemic in the rearview mirror
and cast eyes on the road ahead.

NW-Mogazine Volume 41, Number 2
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Some Past & Present
Personages & Their Morgans

Stirling Mo
s

British Form
ula
the Interna One racing driver a
n
tional Moto
rsports Hadl inductee into
l of Fame

The first car that
driving legend Sir
Stirling Moss
bought was this
Matchless Morgan
3 Wheeler
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MogNW Website
Visit: h p://mognw.org/

• The website includes archives of Mogazines, Tech Articles, and the GB
Sterne Story
• Check out events through December 2020 listed on the Calendar
• Check out the “Cars for Sale” page
• Check out the photo gallery; most of the photos shown in this newsletter
plus others of club events are posted in the photo gallery – lots of good
memories: 1978-present.
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What to Do When Your
Car Stops Runnin
By Carl Headme
Dec 29, 2020 | https://classicmotorsports.com/tags/glovebox-companion/

To run, a car only needs fuel and spark–although that spark has to occur at roughly the right time. To repair most breakdowns, you
just need some simple hand tools, a friend and a 12-volt test light.

Most breakdowns are caused by an ignition problem
Step 1: Try to park in a safe, dry place
Step 2: Pull a spark plug and ground its threads on the block to see if you have spark. An assistant needs to crank
the starter
Step 3: If there is a spark, move to the fuel system. If no spark, check whether you’re getting spark from the coil to
the distributor. Pull the coil wire from the distributor and hold it near a ground. Again, have your assistant crank
the starter. Look for spark from the coil lead. Note: Coils are blamed for most ignition problems but seldom are the
culprit
Step 4: If you have spark at the coil lead, you likely have a problem with your distributor rotor or cap. Carry
replacements. In recent years, rotor problems have been much more common than car problems, so start with a
rotor
If you don’t have spark from the coil lead, then you’ll need your test light. Attach the ground clip of the light to a
good ground, then touch the point to the positive side of the coil while the ignition switch is turned on. (This is
assuming a negative-ground car.
The light should glow. If not, trace this part of the ignition circuit to determine why the coil isn’t getting power.
Notes: For positive-ground cars, switch the polar- ity on this test procedure. The coil is marked with a + and – on
either side where the wires attach
Step 5: Does the ignition switching mechanism work? Assuming you have power to the coil, hold the pointer of
your light to the negative side of the coil while your assistant cranks the engine. Your light should ash on and off
as the engine spins over, telling you that the switching mechanism in the distributor is working. (This is true
whether the car has points or an electronic ignition.
If the light glows steady or not at all, it’s time to get into the distributor. If working with a positive-ground car,
don’t forget to switch the polarity on this test procedure as well
To determine why your distributor isn’t providing the switching for the coil, you’ll need to get out the manual for
your car (or your ignition system if it’s aftermarket) to go through the testing procedure for your points or
electronic switching mechanism

fl
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If it’s not an ignition problem, then it’s likely a fuel delivery issu
Step 1: Make sure that the throttle linkage hasn’t become disconnect- ed or fouled up
Step 2: If you have an electric fuel pump, determine if it’s working or not. Note: Mechanical fuel pumps seldom
fail while en route. If the fuel pump is working, proceed to Step 4
Step 3: If the fuel pump is not working, then make sure its fuse is good and check that neither the positive nor
negative wires have become disconnected, pinched or pulled off
Step 4: Check that fuel is getting to the carburetor or fuel injection. Fuel is pressurized to 3-5 psi on a carbureted
car and upward of 35-40 psi on a fuel-injected car. DO NOT ALLOW FUEL TO SPRAY ON A HOT ENGINE OR
ANY OTHER HOT COMPONENTS. Carefully pull the fuel line off the carburetor or injection. Aim the line at a
suitable catch can. Have an assistant crank the engine. If fuel comes out of the line, then you have a carburetor or
fuel injection issue and should proceed to Step 6
Step 5: Check your fuel lter. If you can blow through the lter, then you might have a clog elsewhere in the
delivery system. Follow the fuel system back to a possible second l- ter and nally the tank. Sometimes the tank’s
pickup can get clogged, and you can remove the blockage by either blowing back through the outlet tube or
running a rod or piece of wire through the tube. Be prepared to reattach the line very quickly, and remember that
fuel and its vapors are very ammable. Do not work with fuel around hot engines, hot exhaust systems or other hot
components
Step 6: Some carburetors, like Webers, pass the incoming fuel through a screen. These screens can get clogged but
are easily cleaned
Step 7: Car still not running? Now that you’ve ruled out all of usual culprits, you have to delve deeper. On a
carbureted engine, it could be a sunk oat or a clogged jet. On an injected car, you might have a disconnected
crank angle sensor, clogged fuel injector or another failed or disconnected electrical component. Check all

.
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2017 Morgan Three
Wheeler Willow
Green, Honey Tan
Leather // 6,700 miles
1934 Morgan MX4
Super Matchless
water-cooled engine,
modified with foot
pedal gas feed, dash
mounted choke and
spark advance // Best
of Class in Huntington
BeaCH ConCours 2019
1933 Morgan MX4 Super
Sport Silver, Matchless
water-cooled engine //
ground up restoration

1930 Morgan Aero Van
MX4 Vee twin engine,
Pozzi Blue, Scarlet red
leather // fully restored
Roadsters
NEW 2022 Morgan Plus Six the
new era of performance and
refinement // order your example
NEW 2019 Morgan Plus 4 110th
Anniversary Works Edition,
Silver White metallic pearl, Club
Sport 200HP spec engine
NEW 2019 Morgan Plus 4 BMW
Silver Glacier body, Morgan
Sport Black wings, Scarlet with
Royal Blue XT Leather trim,
range of ‘110 edition’ options
2002 Morgan Plus 8 British
Racing Green, Tan leather
// Beautiful example!
1995 Morgan Plus 8 Plus
LS1 Corvette V8 powered, 6
speed // ultra rare Bill fink/
isis imports ConCepts and Builds
1984 Morgan Plus 8 Isis
Turbo conversion Special
Corsa Red/Cinnamon
leather // propane-powered

1964 Morgan
4/4 Green body
Black wings,
Black leather
Wire wheels, 33k
miles // ready for
rally or event

1963 Morgan Plus
4 SuperSport,
Dark Blue, Black leather, Black
72 spoke wire wheels // Best
original raCing reCord in european
History otHer tHan tok258;
similarly unBeataBle in BotH east and
west Coast vintage raCe venues!

1963 Morgan Plus 4
SuperSport, British Racing
Green, Black leather //
tHe ferrari 250gto’s
of tHe morgan world
1962 Morgan Plus
4 Four passenger,
Red body/Black
Wings // restoration
By pHil eisenBerg &
riCHard tuttle

1949 Morgan Four/
Four series 1 Tan body
with chocolate wings,
Chocolate leather //
unBelievaBle example
O THER M ARQUES
NEW 2021 Allard J2X
MkIII Coming soon!
2009 Aston Martin Virage
Drophead Stunning!
1965 Sunbeam Tiger Mk1A
Race Rally Prepped!
1962 FIAT O.S.C.A.
1500s Cabriolet by
Pininfarina. Perfection!

(310) 998-3311
dennis@morganwest.net

WWW.MORGANWEST.NET
NW-Mogazine Volume 41, Number 2

DENNIS GLAVIS, MANAGING DIRECTOR | 3003 PICO BOULEVARD, SANTA MONICA, CA 90405
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Lucas Automotive
Histor
In the 1850s, Joseph Lucas, a jobless father of six, sold paraf n oil from a barrow cart around the
streets of Hockley. In 1860, he founded the rm that would become Lucas Industries. His 17-yearold son Harry joined the rm around 1872. The company based in King Street, Birmingham, at rst
made general pressed metal merchandise including lamps for ships and coaches. Harry Lucas
designed a hub lamp for use in a high bicycle in 1879 and named the oil lamp "King of the Road”
with the marketing slogan “King of the Road will not blow out in the toughest gale". This name
would come to be associated with the manufactured products of Lucas Companies, into the present
day. However, Lucas did not use the "King of the Road" epithet for every lamp manufactured. They
used this name on only their most prestigious and usually highest priced lamps and goods. This
naming format would last until the 1920s when the "King of the Road" wording was pressed into the
outer edge of the small "lion and torch" button motifs that frequently decorated the tops of both
bicycles and motor-car lamps. The public was encouraged by Lucas to refer to every Lucas lamp as a
"King of the Road", but strictly speaking, this is quite wrong, as most lamps throughout the 20th
century possessed either a name, a number or both. Joseph and Harry Lucas formed a joint-stock
corporation with the New Departure Bell Co., of America in 1896, so that Lucas designed bicycle
lamps that could be manufactured in America to avoid import duties
In 1902, what was now Joseph Lucas Ltd started making automotive electrical components such as
magnetos, alternators, windscreen wipers, horns, lighting, wiring and starter motors. The company
started its main growth in 1914 with a contract to supply the Morris Motor Company with electrical
equipment. During the First World War Lucas made shells and fuses as well as electrical equipment
for military vehicles
After the First World War, the rm expanded rapidly, branching out into products such as braking
systems and diesel systems for the automotive industry and hydraulic actuators and electronic engine
control systems for the aerospace industry. In 1926 they gained an exclusive contract with Austin.
During the 1920s and 1930s Lucas grew rapidly by taking over a number of their competitors such as
Rotax and C.A.Vandervell (CAV diesel – from a pre-war agreement with Bosch)). Around 1930,
Lucas and Smiths established a trading agreement to avoid competition in each others markets.
Lucas marketed its early headlights under the brand name “King of the Road”. During WW2 Lucas
was engaged by Rover to work on the combustion and fuel systems for the Whittle jet engine project
making the burners. This came about because of their experience in sheet metal manufacturing and
with CAV for the pumps and injectors. In about 1957, they started a semiconductor manufacturing
plant to make recti ers and transistors. In the UK, Lucas had a substantial part of the market with its
major competitor being AC-Delco (part of General Motors) from the late 1950
In the 1960s in the United States, the legendary unreliability of Lucas electrics tted to imported
British cars such as MGs, Triumphs, Jaguars, and Rovers led to the coining of the nickname – “Lord
Lucas – Prince of Darkness”. As such, Lucas is the butt of many jokes, but the unreliability of Lucas
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electrics is overstated. The fact that many cars employing Lucas electrics are still on the road 30, 40,
or more years after manufacture is proof of their durability. It is often said that the biggest problem
that Lucas electrics suffer is that of previous “repairs” and “improvements” by unskilled car owners
In 1976, the militant workforce within Lucas Aerospace was facing signi cant layoffs. Under the
leadership of Mike Cooley, they developed the Lucas Plan to convert the company from arms to the
manufacture of socially useful products, and save jobs. The Plan was described at the time by the
Financial Times as "one of the most radical alternative plans ever drawn up by workers for their
company", and by Tony Benn as "one of the most remarkable exercises that have ever occurred in
British industrial history”. The Plan took a year to put together, consisted of six volumes of around
200 pages each, and included designs for 150 proposed items for manufacture, market analysis and
proposals for employee training and restructuring the rm's work organisation
The Plan was not put into place but it is claimed that the associated industrial action saved some jobs.
In addition, the Plan had an impact outside of Lucas Aerospace: according to a 1977 article in New
Statesman, "the philosophical and technical implications of the Plan (were) now being discussed on
average of twenty- ve times a week in international media”.
Workers in other companies
subsequently undertook similar initiatives elsewhere in the UK, continental Europe, Australia and the
United States, and the Plan was also supported by and in uenced the work of radical scientists such
as the British Society for Social Responsibility in Science and community, peace and environmental
activists through spreading the idea of encouraging socially useful production. The Plan's proposals
also had an in uence on the economic development strategies of a number of left-wing Labour
councils, for example, the West Midlands, Shef eld, Cleveland and the Greater London Council,
where Cooley was appointed Technology Director of the Greater London Enterprise Board after being
sacked by Lucas in 1981 due to his activism
Following a series of disposals, Lucas Industries plc merged in August 1996 with the North American
Varity Corporation to form LucasVarity plc, which in 1999 was taken over by the US automotive
supplier TRW Inc. After LucasVarity was sold to TRW the Lucas brand name was licensed for its
brand equity to Elta Lighting for aftermarket auto parts in the United Kingdom. The Lucas
trademark is currently owned by ZF Friedrichshafen, which retained the Elta arrangement
As a tting close to the long history of Lucas, Harry Lucas’s the “King of the Road” name returned in
2013 when Lucas Electrical reintroduced a range of bicycle lighting in the UK. The name is reserved
for the Lucas Electrical's premium LED bike lights

Chronology of Events in Lucas Automotive’s Histor
1874 – Joseph Lucas was established as a manufacturer of ship lamp
1879 – Lucas started to supply Europe’s infant automotive industr
1897 – The Lucas business became a registered company – Joseph Lucas Ltd was bor
1900 – The ‘Cleveland Cap Screw Company’ was established: a manufacturer of cap screws for
automotive engine valve
1902 – Joseph Lucas Died aged 68; his Son Harry took over the Company, and the business ourished
with new innovations, new properties and the purchase of new companie
1905 – The Cleveland Cap Screw Company and the Thompson Electric Welding Company were
acquired by entrepreneur Alexander Winto
1915 – The company was renamed as ‘Steel Products’ and became the nations leading valve
manufacturer for cars and planes, and steering components for car
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1921 – Steel Products introduced the revolutionary ‘Thompson Silcrome Valve’, which offered 100
times the life of competitor valve
1923 – Steel Products entered the replacement parts market with the creation of ‘Thompson Products
1927 – In North America, Kelsey Wheel Company began supplying wooden wheels for Henry Ford’s
Model T from its Detroit, Michigan, plant. In 1927 it merged with the Hayes wheel company to
form Kelsey-Hayes wheel compan
1928 – Kelsey Hayes enters the braking business, supplying mechanical brakes to Ford. Other customers
included Cadillac, Hudson and Studebake
1943 – Lucas acquired Girling, allowing the company to expand into brakes, braking systems and clutch
actuation equipmen
1952 – Lucas introduced the industry’s rst disc brake
1958 – Lucas became a major player in the aerospace and aircraft industries, primarily through
Thompson Products Inc.’s merger with the Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation in California to form
the Thompson – Ramo- Wooldridge Corporation – the genesis of the name TRW. Kelsey Hayes
develops the speed sensor later used in cruise control and anti lock braking systems (ABS
1959 – Kelsey Hayes develops the speed sensor later used in cruise control and anti lock braking
systems (ABS
1960 – The rst Lucas factory was built in Koblenz, Germany, to produce brakes for Girling. The
company also acquired Byrce Berger this yea
1965 – Kelsey Hayes introduces the rst disc braking system in North Americ
1967 – TRW developed rack and pinion steering (and remains the World leader today
1968 – TRW acquired Ehrenreich and Cie., a German producer of steering systems which strengthened
TRW’s position in Germany. The same year, TRW introduced the electronically controlled antilock braking system for the Lincoln Mark I
1972 – TRW acquired German manufacturer Repa, introducing it to the rising business of occupant
restraint system
1974 – Lucas Industries was established. This year was a signi cant milestone for the Lucas image – the
renowned Lucas ash logo replaced the ‘King of the Road’ Lion, the Girling ‘G’ and the CAV
logo, and was introduced as a starting point to consolidate the three brand name
1975 – Lucas Industries introduced the Colette caliper – the best known component of its kin
1987 – Kelsey Hayes launches two wheel ABS syste
1989 – TRW delivered the rst complete frontal air bag and sensor syste
1991 – TRW entered into a global agreement with Federal Mogul for a 10 year period, allowing them to
distribute TRW branded products in the aftermarket; Lucas Aftermarket Operations (LAO) was
formed, and the aftermarket business became one single entity. Lucas was now the sole name for
all products in its portfolio
1996 – Lucas merged with the Varity Corporation to form Lucas Varity PL
1999 – TRW Inc acquired Lucas Varity. TRW sold its diesel business to Delphi with the rights to use the
Lucas brand name for a ve year period
2001 – TRW sold its aerospace business to Goodrich and Northrop Grumma
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2002 – The ten year agreement with Federal Mogul ends and TRW regains the aftermarket rights to the
TRW brand. TRW Automotive Aftermarket launches a steering and suspension aftermarket
programme across Europe. TRW launches the industry’s rst electric park brake system on the
Audi A8. Adaptive Cruise Control is launched on the Volkswagen Phaeton
2004 – TRW Automotive Holdings Corp. (NYSE:TRW) became a public company through an Initial
Public Offering (IPO
2005 – TRW regained the rights to sell diesel products under the Lucas name. TRW purchased
Dalphimetal, manufacturer of airbags and steering wheels
© 2020 British Car Council - WordPress Theme by Kadence Theme

The Prince of Darknes
The fallibility of vintage Lucas electrical
components is a perennial source of
both consternation and humour for the
nutty, sometimes erudite enthusiasts of
British sports cars and motorcycles.

Lucas is an acronym for Loose Unsoldered Connections and Splices
The Prince's last words to his son: "don't go riding after dark
The Lucas motto: "Get home before dark.
Lucas denies having invented darkness. But they still claim "sudden, unexpected darkness
Lucas--inventor of the rst intermittent wiper
Lucas--inventor of the self-dimming headlamp
The three-position Lucas switch--DIM, FLICKER and OFF
The other three switch settings--SMOKE, SMOLDER and IGNITE
Lucas dip-switch positions: HIGH and BLO
The original anti-theft devices--Lucas Electric products.
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• "I've had a Lucas pacemaker for years and have never experienced
any prob..

• If Lucas made guns, wars would not start either. Did you hear about
the Lucas powered torpedo? It sank

• In 1947 Lucas tried to get Parliament to repeal Ohms Law, but the
effort failed because it met too much resistance

• To owner of a Land Rover: "How can you tell one switch from another
at night, since they all look the same?" Owner: "Doesn't matter - none
of them work!

• Lucas Quality Control advised the engineering department that their
designs had problems with shorting out. Engineering made the wires a
little longer

• Why do the English drink warm beer? Lucas refrigerators
• Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone, Thomas Edison
invented the light bulb, and Joseph Lucas invented the short circuit

• Lucas systems actually use AC current; it just has a random frequency
• How to make AIDS disappear? Give it a Lucas parts number
• Lucas won over Bosch to supply electrics for the new Volkswagens, so cars from the Black
Forest have electrical systems from the Prince of Darkness

• A friend of mine told everybody he never had any electrical problems with
his Lucas equipment. Today he lives in the countryside, in a large manor
with lots of friendly servants around him and an occasional ice
cold shower

• Back in the 70’s, Lucas decided to diversify its product
line and began manufacturing vacuum cleaners. It
was the only product they offered which did not
suck

• Recommended procedure before taking on a repair
of Lucas equipment: Check the position of the
stars, kill a chicken, and walk three times clockwise
around your car chanting: “Oh mighty Prince of
Darkness protect your unworthy servant”

• Not many people know that Lucas attempted to market
a computer. Why did they stop? They couldn’t nd a
way to get it to leak oil !
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Our illustrated parts catalog
available free online

For Everything Morgan
• Factory Authorized Dealer
• Largest inventory of Morgan parts and
accessories outside the UK
• Service, repairs and upgrades
• Award-winning restorations
• Complete mechanical rebuilding
• Specialists in cars 1950 to current
• Buy, sell or trade a Morgan
• The best technical service anywhere
• Visit our comprehensive website
• Family-owned and operated
• Worldwide shipping
• Exclusive on-line parts catalog

Gemmer style steering
column now available

morgan-spares.com • morganspares@fairpoint.net • Parts (888) 345-6647 • Tech (518) 329-3877
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Sh
Dave's Diary of Morgan Maintenance
by Dave Wellings

(MSCC 12392 – Former Concours Secretary)

The aerodynamics of the trad cars, and
low posture on the road has a peculiar
effect. Inside the chassis rails, so across
the floor boards, – the main body of the
car – stays clean, however bad the road
conditions are. But under the wings takes
the whole force of weathering, and
therefore benefits greatly from some sort
of protection. This is why, almost from the
start of my Morgan journey, I have used
"mudflaps". The rears are simple
rectangles, and although I use printed
circuit board (light and strong), aluminium
will also do the job. It is best covered in a
layer of black neoprene, which makes the
mudflaps almost wings. They attach to
the wing stays using penny washers, so
no drilling! How long they should be is

NW-Mogazine Volume 41, Number 2
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not critical, but a straight edge drawn
from the back of the rear tyre to the
bottom of the rear wing gives the
optimum length. I prefer mine slightly
shorter, so they don't show from the rear.
The inside lower edge of the rear wings
take a pounding, and on my 2012
Morgan, after 12,000 miles, the wings
were blasted down to bare aluminium in
places. On my 2016, I cleaned up the
bottom couple of inches of the rear
wings, and stuck a leather strip on each
side to absorb the shot blasting effect.
The wing protectors also have the benefit
of reducing "starring" when a large stone
thrown from the tyre, impacts the wing
from the underside, and causes a raised
pimple, and cracked paint on the outside.

May – June 2021

The front mudflaps are not quite so
easy, and need bespoke angled brackets
to attach to the wing stays. There are
further complications where the exhaust
system passes close to the wing
protector, and this requires heat reflective
weave in the appropriate places. So – on
the offside of my GDI, I had already
removed that wing protector and both
wing stays in order to get the original
manifold and cat off the car. Having fitted
the new AR manifold and cat, the twin
outlet pipes from the manifold were just a
couple of mm from the back of the wing
protector, and inner bracket. Having slept
on it, I concluded that the easiest solution
would be to extend the inner bracket on
the wing stay, and make an aluminium
bulge around the pipes, protected by
heat resistant weave. This was a
relatively simple job, and the original
black neoprene cover stretched over the
newly shaped wing protector. A road test
proved that this was adequate protection!
I changed the exhaust back to standard
on my Roadster, the day after I brought it
home. I marvelled at how easy this was,
without lifting the car. At the same time I
refurbished the mountings. They take a
lot of weathering, the U bolts rust, and
the bobbins go tatty very quickly. So
periodically, I dismantle the mountings,
repaint the plate and bobbins, and
replace the U bolts. More recently, I
obtained some stainless U bolts. I
understand that stainless bobbins are
also available now. In the end, I decided
to fit small skid plates, just to deflect road
grime away from the mountings. Over the
years, I've gradually enlarged these, until
they look like the ones in the images
attached. In addition, now that the
catalytic converter is under the wing, (the
same as the Duratec Plus 4), I also
added a deflector plate in front of the cat
to keep the rain off. Even after a short
mileage, the angled forward facing part of
these skid plates are peppered with tiny
impact craters, whereas the horizontal
sections remain unmarked.
NW-Mogazine Volume 41, Number 2

So…the on the road verdict of the
upgrade: I filled up at Malvern just before
I had the ECU flash done. From there I
did 130 motorway miles home…at
around 70mph, obviously. Over the next
couple of days, I did an engine oil and
filter change, and a gearbox oil change.
Although I try to have all the
consumables on the shelf, I ran low on
axle oil, so that was ordered from Morris
Lubricants, and as I write this, is still on
my to do list. There was nothing to report
about this service, other than the gearbox
level plug drops oil onto the crossmember skid plate. The drain plug was
quite grimy with grey deposits which I
think come from the baulk rings. I did
three cold starts in the garage up to full
temp during this service. Next, I did a
further 44 miles on my "test track”, and
did several full bore acceleration runs to
get the feel. On the way home, I brimmed
the tank at 174.1 miles. It took 21.45
Litres, which is 36.898mpg, a huge
increase from my usual 31/32. On a more
restrained route, I now
think that 40 is within
reach.
So taking it one step at a
time – Throttle response:
Before this was hair
trigger, non-linear and
needing concentration for
a smooth departure.
Now…is linear and
progressive. No
comparison to how it was
before. Much more like my
cable operated Roadster.
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Performance: Over 3,000rpm is the
sweet spot, and third gear is the sweet
gear. From that point it howls and pushes
back in the seat accelerating relentlessly.
It wouldn't lose much to my 51 Roadster,
especially since it's a lot lighter in terms
of engine, wing width, and wheels/tyres.
Torque: Available much lower down the
rev range. It's very obvious in how I can
run in a higher gear at low speed without
changing down.
Noise: Maybe slightly more poppy on
the over run, but doesn't drone, which is
the main thing. Tailpipe: Was black and
sooty. Now is a much lighter grey, but still
quite dark.
Obviously I'm delighted by this
transformation. The improved fuel
economy must be related to being in a
higher gear, and only needing the lightest
touch of the accelerator to maintain
progress. The whole feeling is
transformed from a breathless poor
reving engine into something which revs
freely and pulls hard. It's not a cheap
modification, and is how the Plus 4
should have been from the start. I would
have been over the moon if this Morgan
had felt like this from Day 1. It's
astonishing.
Next month, hopefully I will have found
time to do a few jobs on my Roadster,
including an engine oil change,
replacement of the washer tubes under
the dash, and maybe even replace the
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Morgan Branded Motor Oil
For the discerning Morgan owner, Morgan Motor
Company and Morris Lubricants offer official
Morgan Motor Oil. Available in a vintage style
collectible 5-litre oil can, Morgan Motor Oil is
suitable for selected Morgan models only, and is
manufactured from a combination of advanced
base fluids and the latest additive technology.
Morgan 10W-40 is semi-synthetic multigrade
engine oil. It is formulated for use in petrol
engines fitted to passenger cars, Morgan Motor
Oil 10W-40 will protect camshafts, critical valve
gear and bearings from wear, even under severe
cold start conditions. The oil is not suitable for
Aero 8, Plus 8 or 3-Wheeler.
The decorative collectible can is also sold
separately, empty. Both oil and can may be
purchased from the Morgan Motor Company
website (https://www.morgan-motor.com/
product/morgan-oil-10w-40-5l-semisynthetiic-multi-grade/).
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Morgan Makes Minor Mods for
Model Year 202
The instantly recognizable cars feature the same distinct styling, same
sporty character, a little more comfort
BY MARK VAUGHN ◆ MAY 28, 2021

MORGAN MOTOR COMPANY

✦ Both the Plus Four and Plus Six now ride on a new bonded-aluminum platform.
✦ Yes, Morgan is still around and still making sports cars.
✦ Model year 2022 will see those cars get some very minor improvements.
Morgan is still making cars over in Jolly Old and still selling them here in the U.S. In fact, it has just released
the new 2022 model-year version of its Plus Four and Plus Six roadsters, with a small smattering of minor
improvements throughout each model
But before we get into that, rst maybe we’d better remind you of all what Morgan is and has been. The
company was founded in 1909 when H.F.S Morgan built his rst car, a three-wheeled sporty thing called,
appropriately, the Three Wheeler. Morgan still makes a Three Wheeler—two in front and one driven wheel in
back—that is legal for all U.S. roads. The other two cars in the current lineup are the Plus Four and Plus Six.
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The company still has Morgan family members involved, too, with the fourth generation now of age. But the
majority shareholder is a company called Investindustrial, with holdings in everything from water parks and
chocolate to healthcare and… sports cars. Through it all, Morgan has managed to remain true to its roots
promising products made of “ash, aluminum and leather.” (Sounds like that bumper sticker you had on your
custom van in the ‘60s.

The four-cylinder Morgan Plus Four
MORGAN MOTOR COMPANY

In 2019, when Investindustrial took over, Morgan introduced a new bonded-aluminum platform called CXGeneration. The rst model to get it was the Plus Four, so-called because it has a four-cylinder engine. The
following year the Plus Six got the CX-Generation platform. The Plus Six has, obvs, a six-cylinder
powerplant. Both powertrains are from BMW, a power source for Morgan for the last two decades.
The Plus Four gets a 2.0-liter TwinPower Turbo good for 255 hp at 5500 rpm and 258 lb-ft between
1000-5000 revs. You can choose between a six-speed manual or eight-speed automatic. Get the automatic
since it gets to 62 mph quickest, in 4.8 seconds
The Plus Six gets a BMW B58 TwinPower Turbo inline-six making 335 hp at 6500 rpm and 369 lb-ft of
torque, with 62 mph coming up in a brisk 4.2 seconds.
Which leads us now to the updates for the 2022 model year. Okay, they’re not a lot of updates, but they’ll
make for a more comfortable Morgan

•

A new hood keeps the water out of the engine compartment and eliminates the need for those hood
rail fastener
“Vastly improved” seals around the windows and doors, again to keep the rain out, along with some
nois
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A new Morgan “wings” badge, the rst new badge in 10 year
Active sports exhaust lets you set the sound level of your four- or six-cylinde
New seats offer more comfort and better bolsterin
Lockable storage
More lights insid
USB ports

Morgan will make just nine of these Plus 8 GTRs, and you may or may not be able to import one to the U.S.
MORGAN MOTOR COMPANY

Morgan is also working on a special project involving several “found” Plus 8 GTRs
“The Plus 8 GTR gives Morgan designers and engineers the opportunity to reignite one of the marque’s
heroic legacy models with a ‘gloves off’ special edition,” Morgan said in a release.
The project will produce no more than nine examples, and it marks the rst in a line of Morgan special
projects set to commence this year
“The Plus 8 GTR has only been possible because of the recent availability of a number of Plus 8 rolling
chassis, which have been reacquired from a third party following a discontinued project,” Morgan said. Does
that sound like a certain Shelby Cobra project from decades ago?
“These were all built by Morgan before 2018, and were never used for their intended purposes. All are to be
recommissioned and will bene t from the upgrade of selected mechanical components.
Okay
Power for all nine Plus 8 GTRs will come from a 362-hp BMW N62 4.8-liter V8 engine, mated to your
choice of six-speed manual or ZF six-speed automatic gearbox. The catch may be in whether you can import
one of these stateside. Morgan states that “the transformed special project will be available in certain
worldwide markets, subject to local rules on the importation of European vehicles.” So who knows
There are 12 Morgan dealers in the U.S., as well as one in Mexico and another in Costa Rica. So get to one of
those and buy one or two of these. You’ll be doing your part to keep a now-113-year tradition alive
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davidsanov@gmail.com.
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GARAGE CLEANOUT IS YOUR CHANCE!
Morgan and Morgan-related bits and bob
Prices are half/50% of current retail or less – you can’t lose
Mallory Unilite Ignition Module – part #6100M, new, $3
Mallory coil, - part #MAA29219, new, $2
Mallory Unilite Distributor Cap – V8, part #209M, $1
Crimp-on Terminal Assortment – 520 pc. - $
EMGO Leather Goggles – Over the Glasses Model - $1
Two-eared spinners – used, four; inquir
Bumblebee plug wire – two pieces, 120” - $25 and 102” - $2
Jaeger 7000 RPM tach – 4 cylinder - $10
SuperPro temp guage – new with sender $3
Spectre Fuel Pressure Regulator – new, 1-5.5 psi, part no. 2517 - $1
Fuel Cutoff Inertia Switch – part no. 900-240 - $3
Lucas Reversing Lamp – Model 494 – NOS in original box - $15
Bonnet belt – new, brown, single silver buckle -$6
Brake adjustable proportioning valve with gauge – new, black nish
Fuel Hose End Clamp, Spectre #2262 – ts 3.8” hose, red anodized aluminum - $
Fuel line – braided ss, 3/8”, 6’ -$1
Fuel banjo tting – 3/8”, Edelbrock part no. 8089 - $
Electric fan mounting kit - $
Stainless brake lines – tw
Four barrel carb linkage plate w/ bracket – Summit part no. G1419 - $1
Edelbrock four barrel gasket kit – part no. 1472 - $
Edelbrock Carb linkage assortment – part no. 1473 - $
Griots bags – large size, three available - $2
Autodolly car skates – 8 x 16, four available, red platforms - $10
Ratchet tie down – new, two available, 1” x 15 ‘, 1000 # test yellow webbing - $
Air hose – new, yellow - $
Dart board – genuine bristle, 18” diameter, 1 ½” thick - $3
Morgan club badges, various – inquir
Morgan Plus 4 seat frames – two available - inquir
Sheepskin car covers – used, two, buckle on type - $1
Fitted luggage by Hill’s Alive – for early +8 but might t others - inquir
Eastwood Thermo-coustic barrier – two boxes, 5 12x12 sheets will cover 5 sq. ft - $15 eac
Matchbox wall clock – Motorcycle part no. 40981 - $
Turtle wax electric polisher – new - $1
Morgan radiator gap blocker – universal from factory but needs to be sectioned/cut to t - inquir
Hella battery cutoff switch w/ key - $
Over ow tank – JEGS, black plastic, two bolt mount, top and bottom in/outlets - $1
Toggle switches – several available, modern style, lighted optional - inquir
Librands stainless luggage rack – convertible between late model 4-seater and 2-seater Morgans - inquire

Pix available for individual items upon request
Email David Crandall (mogdriver@gmail.com) for further info.
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For Sale: 1961 Morgan DHC in A-1 condition
New Asking Price $32,000 or Make Offer! This
1961 Morgan DHC Plus 4 with 90,088 miles is
in Excellent Condition. Only driven 1,613
miles since purchased from Isis Imports in
2002. It has been given a lot of TLC (covered
in garage last 17 years) with an eye catching
paint job and new upholstery. Contact
catchley@aspendpublishing.com or call Chan
208-652-3351.

If you haven’t already, there’s still ample time to pay your annual dues!
Keep your MOGNW membership active and continue enjoying its numerous benefits:
• friendships and regular social gatherings with fellow Morganeers near where you live,
• technical help on Morgan maintenance and restoration,
• subscription to the bimonthly NW Mogazine to stay abreast of club activities and the always
informative, ever fascinating world of Morgans in general,
• participation in scenic day trips, multiday tours, rallies, and field meets,
• connection to other US, Canadian, and overseas clubs who invite us to attend their events.
Payment Options (membership form is on the last page of this newsletter):
1. Use PayPal to send $30 US to mognwfinance@gmail.com (use Friends/Family to avoid service charge
to MOGNW).
2. Send a check for $30 US made payable to MOGNW
3. Send a money order for $30 US made payable to MOGNW
4. To receive printed copies of NW Mogazine, add $20 to your dues payment.
FOR CHECK OR MONEY ORDER,
MAIL COMPLETED FORM AND REMITTANCE TO:

Membership Chair
℅ Doug Barofsky’
690440 Crooked Horseshoe Rd
Sisters, OR 97759
NW-Mogazine Volume 41, Number 2

FOR PayPal PAYMENT,
eMAIL COMPLETED FORM TO:

Membership Chair
Doug Barofsky
membership@mognw.org
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2021 MOGNW MEMBERSHIP FORM
If no changes from last year, please check here

and just fill-in Date and Name(s). Thanks.

Date _______________________
Name 1 ______________________________
Address ____________________________
ZIP Code __________________

Name 2 ________________________________
City _________________

State/Province ______

Email ___________________________________

Phones: Home __________________

Cell __________________

Work__________________

MORGANS CURRENTLY OWNED
Year _____ Model _____ Body Style _______ Color _____ Chassis No. _____ Engine Size _____
Historical significance, special equipment, or unique specifications?

Year _____ Model _____ Body Style _______ Color _____ Chassis No. _____ Engine Size _____
Historical significance, special equipment, or unique specifications?

Year _____ Model _____ Body Style _______ Color _____ Chassis No. _____ Engine Size _____
Historical significance, special equipment, or unique specifications?

2021 DUES PAYMENT
Check the box below that indicates your method of payment.
Payment Options:
1. pay by PayPal: I used PayPal to send $30 US to mognwfinance@gmail.com.
(Use Friends/Family to avoid service charge to MOGNW.)
2. pay by check: I have included a check for $30 US made payable to MOGNW
3. pay by money order: I have included a money order for $30 US made payable to MOGNW
4. pay for printed NW Mogazine: I have used PayPal to send $20 US to
mognwfinance@gmail.com or have included a check/money order for $20 US made
payable to MOGNW to receive printed copies of NW Mogazine.
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